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From Arctic to Zamboni, kids can follow the alphabet on a colorful tour across Canada. On their

journey, they'll visit Canadian landmarks, including Jasper National Park and Peggy's Cove. They'll

also meet friendly characters enjoying Canadian pastimes, such as riding in the Calgary Stampede,

playing hockey and watching the Northern Lights. Vivid illustrations and simple language guarantee

that even the youngest traveler will enjoy this trip!
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We love this book! I am Canadian and my husband is American. We currently live in Canada, but

have also lived in the USA. This is a cute little book to teach my son about Canada. I've also given

this to many people who have ties to Canada and are living abroad. It makes a wonderful shower

gift. It's a board book and the pictures are lovely. Super cute.

Great ABC book for 4 yr. old grandson whose family recently relocated to Canada. I enjoy reading

thru it with him during visits. The colors are bright, illustrations are child-appropriate and there are

some interesting twists on what the letter is portraying.

I am a Canadian living in the USA. I got this book to introduce my daughter to her ABC's while also

showing off a bit of Canadian pride eh!



My husband and I recently visited western Canada and brought this book home to expose the

grandchildren to something new. Though we expected to read about water, trees, and rocks, it is

filled with childlike colorful drawings and limited text so the kids stay interested through it all. I realize

there are lots of options for many of the letters, but was disappointed Bear and Moose and not

included. We do enjoy it very much though and most visits to Grandma's include at least one

reading of it.

I bought this book for my two year old daughter. We have other ones in this series. I really like this

one....... and I think she does too. Ha ha!It's got great big color illustrations and goes through the

whole alphabet with Canadian stuff. We live in the U.S., so whenever I can teach my daughter a bit

about my home and half of her citizenship country, I will do it!Loved it!

This book is a great book for youngsters. While its immediate impact would be on early readers due

to its effectiveness in reinforcing the alphabet and helping them learn about Canada in a simplistic

format, I think upper elementary and even some lower junior high readers can appreciate its

sentiments. Even adults who enjoy a good picture book can enjoy this read. A great gift for up and

coming readers! Looking for something similar with a little more depth and a higher reading level for

older readers- try M is for Maple by Mike Ulmer.

I recently gave this book to my American friend at her baby shower.. Everyone loved it and

wondered where they could buy one.. This book outlines all the great things about Canada (ie: H for

Hockey)... Too funny! A simple book with beautiful bright colors and pictures...

I found this book to teach my boys (ages 3 and almost 5) about their parents' home country -

Canada. It is great on so many levels. It teaches geography, symbols, animals and so many other

aspects of Canada. It even mentions the Calgary Stampede which is in my hometown.
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